ABSTRACT
Introduction
In a forthcoming article in the Michigan Law Review, 1 Professor Mark Lemley advances a thesis that -the canonical story of the lone genius inventor is largely a myth‖.
2 In the short time since its initial publication, his article appears to have some scholarly impact as it received numerous citations by others. 3 Lemley asserts that surveys of -hundreds of significant new technologies show that almost all of them are invented simultaneously or nearly simultaneously by two or more teams working independently of each other‖ 4 and that -[i]nvention appears in significant part to be a social, not an individual, phenomenon‖. 5 Lemley also draws, from his constrained view of the historical record of significant inventions, a conclusion as to the exclusive patent right -that -[c]entral control doesn‗t seem desirable given the actual history of important inventions‖.
6 He contends that -[w]here we have given strong control to a single patent owner, the result has generally been reduced improvement and delayed commercialization‖. 7 Lemley therefore concludes that current patent theory is lacking and offers his alternative theory, that patent rights encourage patent races, but given his findings he qualifies this theory so that -patent racing cannot alone justify a patent system‖. 8 We show that Lemley has many of his facts wrong, misstates the holdings of several court cases, and mischaracterizes the commercial realities that surrounded implementation of these technologies. His inferences and conclusions regarding patent law are therefore highly questionable.
What is "invention"?
To someone unversed in patent law and its language, Lemley's thesis may have a superficial attraction. For in his paper, Lemley often abandons the precise language of the law he knows so well to theorize about invention and patent law in favor of drawing upon the naïve language one finds in the history of science literature or the common stock of English words and concepts. Many of his counterfactual conclusions and questionable policy suggestions result from this effortparticularly the policy conclusions that flow from his analysis, such as the following, -The result is a real problem for classic theories of patent law. If we are supposed to be encouraging only inventions that others in the field couldn‗t have made, we should be paying a lot more attention than we currently do to simultaneous invention. We should be issuing very few patents-surely not the 200,000 per year we do today. And we should be denying patents on the vast majority of the most important inventions, since most seem to involve near-simultaneous invention‖.
9
We believe Lemley's evidence does not support his case: we show that none of his examples we examine were near-simultaneous inventions. Lemley's major thesis that these inventions were made -near-simultaneously‖ by another has no basis in fact. How did Lemley arrive at such a conclusion? By flip-flopping between different definitions of the concept of -invention‖ -one used in naïve common parlance and one used in patent law -and by invoking an alien-to-patent-law concept of -multiple, simultaneous invention.‖ First, the very encapsulation of his thesis as -the myth of the sole inventor‖ depends on the reader accepting on faith a naïve model of invention in which, he alleges, -sole inventors‖ are responsible for great inventions such as -the light bulb,‖ -the steam engine,‖ -the automobile‖ and -the airplane.‖ Lemley then uses this naïve model as a straw-man, to be repeatedly knocked down by reference to -historical facts‖. In contrast, in patent law, the word -invention‖ is far more precisea discrete idea that can be encapsulated in words (a patent claim), that distinguish the preciselydefined -invention‖ from the prior art, to a degree that is both novel and nonobvious. The two are surely related: important technologies that lead to new products (-the light bulb,‖ -the steam engine,‖ -the automobile‖ and -the airplane‖ in the naïve sense) almost always arise out of one (or a small number of) specific critical -inventions‖ (in the patent law sense) that unlock the field. Typically, once that critical idea is conceived, it takes a series of implementation and improvement inventions to turn that idea into a mature commercially viable product. While a team develops the product, each key idea originates with a single inventor (or small identifiable group of joint inventors). And this precise definition of -invention‖ is a good fit for the real process of invention.
Hence, under patent law's formal definition, the word -invention‖ refers to a single idea-Edison's -high resistance filament‖, the Wright brothers' -wing-warping,‖ Watt's steam engine -condenser,‖ etc. The invention is the set of embodiments conceived and disclosed by the inventor in enough detail such that they are capable of being practiced. It is impossible to identify and verify a particular invention without having identified a specific claim of the invention by its inventor or by historians who allege such invention. The invention is described in a patent and it is claimed by claim(s) at the end of the patent. Throughout his article Lemley avoids reference to patent numbers or claims and abandons his extensive knowledge of the meaning in patent law of -invention‖ -the canon that one must look to the claims in a patent to identify the -invention‖ and that -the claims made in the Second, Lemley appears to mistake a real world phenomenon of distinct but related inventions in the same field of technology as near-simultaneous inventions of the same thing, which he asserts are -the vast majority‖ of important inventions.
12 Lemley provides no evidence to support his -vast majority‖ proclamation. But closer examination of the real world of inventions shows that simultaneous invention is extremely rare: (a) only about 50 proceedings per year out of 460,000 patent applications filed per year (0.01%) are instituted to resolve patent rights regarding independent applications by multiple inventors claiming the same invention (interferences), 13 and (b) only an estimated 0.7% of U.S. patent applications include an applicant declaration for antedating a reference that may describe a near simultaneous invention or reference that anticipates a claimed invention or otherwise renders it obvious.
14 Moreover, defendants in patent infringement lawsuits have substantial economic incentive to discover other, unnamed, (simultaneous) inventors because a patent that does not name an inventor that actually invented the invention claimed in the patent may be held unenforceable. Yet, courts find such circumstances in only 1% of reported patent infringement cases.
15 At this point the reader might wonder: if such events are so rare, how was Lemley able to find all these examples of important inventions that he alleges were made independently and nearly simultaneously by multiple inventors? We show below that contrary to his assertions, none of his examples we reviewed were in fact inventions made simultaneously by others.
In part, Lemley supports his assertion that invention is a social, not an individual, phenomenon by citing a 2010 article by Schoenmakers and Duysters who have misinterpreted the actual reason and meaning of patent citations to conclude that key inventions -are largely based on extensions of existing knowledge‖.
16 But the citations in patents to earlier existing sources per se prove nothing as to whether existing knowledge was merely extended or whether entirely new knowledge was created. Rather, the invention claimed in the patent must be distinguishable from the sources cited in the patent because the claimed invention must be patentable over the cited prior art. In fact, the invention claimed in the patent may well be a major radical inventive step over the cited prior art references. The citations provide absolutely no clue as to the magnitude of that step or whether the invention is merely an -extension of existing knowledge.‖ Here again, Lemley's inferences from such irrelevant papers are wholly unwarranted.
Set aside for a moment Lemley's framework for analysis and consider the -evidence‖ he marshals in its support. Here we are concerned with the pervasive errors in alleged facts cited in his -lessons of history‖ and -realities of innovation.‖ We use a selection of his pioneer invention cases to illustrate that the lessons of history, when informed by consultation of relevant patents, legal decisions and -It is very clear to us that, in the original application for the patent sued on, the applicants had no such object in view as that of claiming all carbon made from fibrous and textile substances as a conductor for an incandescing electric lamp. Nothing on which to base any such claim is disclosed in the original application. We have carefully compared it with the amended application, on which the patent was issued, and are fully satisfied that, after Edison's inventions on this subject had been published to the world, there was an entire change of base on the part of Sawyer and Man, and that the application was amended to give it an entirely different direction and purpose from what it had in its original form.‖
22
Fourth, Sawyer & Man stood on essentially the same ground as Edison vis-à-vis the prior art: lamps by electric incandescence were known since 1845 -years before Sawyer & Man or Edison's inventions. Technology advances then were insufficient to make electric incandescent lighting commercially feasible. The lamps experimented with at that time had operating life of only a few hours as the carbon incandescent rods were consumed or had to be reattached often. Sawyer & Man's improvements were directed at having a lamp filled with an absorbent of carbonic acid gas, a spring-loaded feeder feeding a vertical carbon pencil upwards as it was consumed and a design for cheap carbon pencil renewal with easy sealing and exhausting of air.
23 Despite these improvements, Fifth, the electrical resistance of these lamps was typically only a few Ohms and thus required large currents to power them, rendering power losses through long distribution wires prohibitive. Lemley also neglects to tell us that Sawyer & Man's light bulbs could not be used effectively more than a few feet away from a generator, and therefore had little commercial practicality.
Edison's invention was directed at solving these problems in a context of a full system for electric lighting, as he was the first to recognize that lamp resistance must be made much larger -several hundred Ohms -for it to have a chance of commercial success. He achieved this by finding ways for making extremely thin high resistance carbon filaments, which could only operate in extreme vacuum. And that, in turn, required Edison to invent a new way of constructing the bulb, to have all components sealed inside a single glass vessel, and to mold the vessel around leading-in wires that had to pass through the glass. The results were spectacular as his lamps had an operational life span of about 1000 hours, 25 about one hundred times longer than that of Sawyer & Man's or any other prior art lamp.
Edison's thin carbon filament of high resistance was a departure from the direction every other inventor was pursuing and had critical advantages in a practical electrical illumination system over the prior art lamps employing thicker low resistance carbon rods such as that of Sawyer & Man. First, the Edison filament's relatively small current draw permitted use of small diameter (less costly) powering wires and enabled networks of many lamps to be electrically connected in parallel, making the continuous operation of each lamp independent of the others. Second, a collateral advantage not immediately appreciated by Edison's contemporaries, was that the very low current draw by Edison's high-resistance filaments placed much less critical demands on the conductive interface and contact integrity of the bond between the carbon filament and the platinum leading-in wires. The practical significance of these advantages were apparently missed by many lamp developers including Sawyer & Man, even years after Edison's patent issued, as they persisted in futile attempts to solve problems inherent only to thick carbon incandescent rods of low resistance that drew high currents and incurred high rate of erosion.
26
A few years after Edison's patent issued Sawyer continued to insist that the resistance of the carbon incandescent rod must be kept as low as possible and so he confined his attention to short, thick carbon rods.
27
Edison's ‗898 patent had been held valid and infringed in 1891, affirmed on appeal in 1892. 28 The courts held that Claim 2 of the patent recited a fundamental invention covering the accused lamps, namely, an incandescent lamp composed of a carbon filament, hermetically sealed in an all-glass chamber exhausted to a practically perfect vacuum, and having leading wires passing through the glass. No other lamp before Edison's invention was constructed this way and Edison's invention was held patentable over the prior art, including that of Sawyer & Man. Referring to those having knowledge in the art of incandescent lamps, Judge Wallace, who rendered the 1891 decision, wrote about Edison's invention as follows: -Read by those having this knowledge, the radically new discovery disclosed by the specification is that a carbon filament as attenuated before carbonization as a linen or cotton thread, or a wire seven one-thousandths of an inch in diameter, and still more attenuated after carbonization, can be made, which will have extremely high resistance, and be absolutely stable when maintained in a practically perfect vacuum. It informs them of everything necessary to utilize this discovery and incorporate it into a practical lamp.‖ 29 It was only after Edison's invention that electric incandescent lighting developed in any meaningful way. This is independently evidenced by the number of U.S. patents issued in the incandescent lamp classes. Only 13 were filed in the 28-months period from June 1877 when Sawyer filed for his U.S. patent 194,500 to November 1879, when Edison filed for his ‗898 patent. In contrast, over 100 patents in the relevant classes were filed in the 28-month period after Edison's invention.
30 It was Edison's invention that unlocked the field.
Lemley is misinformed when he asserts that "modern incandescent light bulbs operate on Sawyer and Man‗s principle‖.
31 All incandescent lamps today use Edison's high-resistance filament principle; none use Sawyer's and Man's low resistance spring-loaded carbon rods principle; Lemley appears equally in the dark (pun intended) when he contends that Edison's advance was merely the first use of bamboo filaments; 32 when he summarily concludes without any support that -Edison did not invent the light bulb in any meaningful sense‖;
33 and that -Sawyer and Man invented … the incandescent light bulb‖.
34
Lemley's broader conclusions fall away as well. There was no candidate for an invention simultaneous with Edison's invention. Thomas A. Edison is the sole inventor named on U.S. Patent 223,898 -the pioneer patent of electric incandescent lighting; his invention was not a -social phenomenon‖ and Lemley adduces no evidence that others conceived the critical combination of high-resistance low current filament principle and high-vacuum, sealed bulb design. The -social‖ trend around Edison of inventing electric incandescent lighting by the brute force of high currents led nowhere for 35 years. One can only speculate how much longer it would have taken someone else to come up with Edison's idea had it not been for Edison's reliance on the patent system and the revenue it protected to support his research and development over the two years that he spent on inventing his incandescent electric lamp.
Having attempted to support his assertion that -Edison did not invent the light bulb in any meaningful sense,‖ Lemley contradicts himself when he later writes, relying on a secondary unsubstantiated historical account by Bright, that -Edison‗s… light bulb … patents were sufficiently broad that they shut down any further efforts to innovate by others until the core patent expired.‖
35 Anyone who could believe this should have suspected that Edison had actually invented something fundamental -something -in a meaningful sense‖ after all. This contradictory assertion by Lemley also turns out to be untrue. For example, by avoiding the use of single piece all-glass bulbs, the Westinghouse Company, Edison/General Electric's principal independent competitor, developed the commercially-viable -stopper lamp‖, which, like other manufacturers' non-infringing 
The Wright Brothers
Lemley presents the Wright brothers as another example of the -myth‖ of the sole inventor and writes that, -[t]he Wrights invented only a particular improvement to flying machines, albeit a critical one‖.
40
-Only a particular improvement‖ was the ability to fly: no inventor prior to the Wrights had achieved sustained manned flight and no inventor after the Wrights achieved sustained manned flight without infringing their patent; even a case cited by Lemley on another point admits this (but he neglects to mention this). 41 Lemley neglects to mention that years of efforts by the flight experimenters Lilienthal (whom Lemley credits with early inventions of flight) and by Pilcher had produced gliding machines that killed them both.
42 Attempts were made to fly aircraft that did not infringe the Wright patent and they crashed, injuring the pilot;
43 Paulhan attempted a design-around the Wrights' patent which ended in both of his planes crashing.
44 It was the Wright's invention that secured three-dimensional stability in the air and so unlocked the field.
Lemley uses the Wrights to illustrate his assertion that most invention occurs -simultaneously‖ and, -both the Wrights and Curtiss, among others, were engaged in a conscious race to be the first to achieve powered flight‖.
45 What kind of -conscious race‖ could it be where the Wrights had finished and won the -race‖ before Curtiss had even contemplated entering it? The Wrights' famous U. as it is shown that long before the Wright invention a method was sought by which equilibrium in mechanical flying could be secured and maintained. Not only the conception of the idea of securing and maintaining equilibrium in the air, but the appliances-the dynamic cause to achieve the result-originated in the minds of the patentees, and took shape and form in the evidently simple method of slightly turning up and down the lateral ends or margins of the planes, thus securing different angles of incidence. The unsurmountable obstacle with which prior inventors in this art struggled for years was the precipitate unbalancing or upsetting of the apparatus and such prior flying machines were therefore incapable of flights with any appreciable degree of success. The affidavits indicate that the patentees did not use the means or identities of prior flying machines, but solved the problem of maintaining equilibrium or lateral and front and rear balance by the introduction of new and practical elements and became pioneers in the field of flying machines of the so-called heavier than air type.‖ 47 Furthermore, Curtiss' biographer quotes Bell in a 1907 speech admitting that the -race‖ had been won by the Wrights, -The actual problem of the navigation of the air has already been solved by the Wright brothers‖.
48
Lemley leaves the precise relation between the Curtiss achievement and the Wrights obscure and so tends to diminish the Wrights' achievement; -Curtiss improved the design of the wing by using ailerons, movable portions of the wing that had been developed years before [our emphasis] by a consortium of others, including Curtiss and Alexander Graham Bell‖.
49
-Years before‖ leaves the crucial issues of priority and scope unclear. In fact, -years before‖ was not before the Wrights' invention. Bell's and Curtiss's independent -kite-flying‖ experiments ended in failure and when they turned to design conventional aircraft they were forced to ask for the Wrights' help in 1908, two years after the Wrights' patent had been granted and years after successful flying by the Wrights -and they were given that help because the Wrights believed their technical aid was covered by their patent. 50 
Selden's patent on the automobile
Lemley finds it necessary to assert, with no source in support, that it is commonly thought that Ford was the inventor of the automobile, -Think of the invention of the automobile and it is hard to avoid thinking of Henry Ford. His mass-production model turned automobiles from individual, hand-crafted devices into mass-market products‖.
54 But once one sets aside the naïve definition of the word -invention‖ in favor of patent law's analytically-rigorous definition, the first sentence in the quote above is belied by the second. Ford's invention was mass-production, not the automobile. This information is readily available in the historical sources that Lemley uses to knock down his imaginary myth.
55
Paradoxically, Lemley introduces a -myth‖ about enforcement of an automobile patent against Ford when he writes -George Selden, a patent lawyer, was granted a broad patent on a combined internal combustion engine with a carriage in 1895, having delayed his own patent for years in the PTO. Selden enforced that patent against others in the industry, including Ford, until the patent was ultimately invalidated on appeal in 1911‖.
56
If we turn to the patent claims in Selden's U.S. patent 549,160 five of the six claims refer to the engine as -a liquid-hydrocarbon gas engine of the compression type‖. The reader would note that the actual claims nowhere use the modern term that Lemley used to describe the scope of the patent, -internal combustion engine.‖ Indeed, the central question addressed by the appeal court reviewing the infringement suit judgment against Ford in 1911 (the Selden patent was not successfully enforced against Ford) was whether the language of the claims should be construed broadly to capture the internal combustion engine then in general use. The answer was -no‖:
-…the case apparently presented is the ordinary one in which a patentee claims a broad invention and describes what he considers to be the best mode of applying it, but is not confined to that method. And if the prior art permitted such a patent in this case it might well be that it would be valid. But the prior art did not permit such a patent. Every element in the claim was old, and the combination itself was not new. Combinations of noncompression gas engines with the other elements had been in use, and Brayton had employed a ‗liquid hydrocarbon engine of the compression type' in a vehicle.‖
57
The owners of the Selden patent had long argued that the claims should be interpreted to encompass the internal combustion engine and thus the field of automobile manufacture, but many had refused to accept this interpretation, including Henry Ford. Lemley asserts that the Selden patent was found invalid on appeal, but this too is wrong. The appeal court sustained the validity of the patent, but construed the claims narrowly to automobiles using Selden's improved, but then obsolete Brayton engine -an external combustion engine. Cir. 1911 ) (-It is sufficient to sustain the claim to hold that the combination embraced a novel element. The claim is held to be valid as covering a combination in a road locomotive of the different elements with a liquid hydrocarbon compression engine of the Brayton type; the limitation to this type being read into the claim by the specification to save it from invalidity.‖) 59 It is ironic that Lemley 
Watt and the steam engine
Lemley begins by asserting that -James Watt is famous as the inventor of the steam engine‖.
60 This is the naïve notion of -invention.‖ The precise notion under patent law, however, is that Watt's inventive contribution was the separate condenser, an improvement on the Newcomen steam engine. This can be read in the second of Watt's patent claims in British patent No. 913, granted April 1769:
61 -the steam is to be condensed in vessells distinct from the steam vessells or cylinders.‖ The significance of Watt's invention was that it enabled the main steam vessel to remain at high temperature and so saved much fuel otherwise used to reheat it. Lemley does not cite the patent or its claims but nevertheless asserts that Watt -patented the engine…:‖ 62 then Lemley flips to a more precise notion of the invention, -What Watt and his co-inventor Boulton in fact contributed was not the concept of the steam engine, but a particular implementation of that engine‖. 63 There is still no mention of the actual invention or patent.
Lemley contends that -[i]n fact, however, Watt is not the first one to have come up with the idea‖; 64 he cites a historical source by Miller as evidence for the existence of -one very similar patent cited against Watt, in particular‖. 65 Lemley provides neither information on the patent at issue nor on the litigation history, where we should expect the validity of the Watt patent to be put to the test. The fact that a -similar patent‖ was cited against Watt is far from a proof of a -simultaneous invention‖ of the same thing. Dickinson and Jenkins (1927) review the outcome of the two actions for infringement brought under the Watt patent that established its validity; -…the juries in both trials gave verdicts in favor of the patentees. They found that Watt was the inventor, that the invention was new and useful, had been infringed and that the specification was of itself sufficient to enable a mechanic acquainted with the fire-engines previously in use to construct fire-engines producing the effect of lessening the consumption of fuel and steam upon the principle invented by Watt‖. 66 Lemley is silent about the English courts' decision contradicting his contention of -nearsimultaneous invention‖ alongside Watt.
Lemley also refers to what he calls a common story that Watt used his -broad patent on the basic concept to control the development of steam locomotion for decades, arguably delaying the development of that technology by others‖. 67 This -common story‖ appears most uncommon to us; in principle the patent controlled the implementation of the separate condenser, not the independent inventive contribution of others to steam engine development.
Then, on the same page, Lemley proposes that -the subsequent development of steam engines was arguably driven by the Boulton-Watt patents‖. 68 What these plural -Boulton-Watt‖ patents were is not stated but the idea that patents -arguably‖ -drive‖ development is a return to the mainstream theory and understanding of patent practice. In short, although Lemley proposes two -arguable‖ outcomes they are contradictory -the patent is -arguably‖ responsible for downstream development delay and -arguably‖ drives downstream development. Lemley does not resolve the contradiction.
Fleming's "Discovery" of Penicillin
If Edison, Watt, Ford and the Wrights are allegedly examples illustrating the -myth‖ of sole invention, Lemley admits that -Every rule has exceptions. There are a few examples of significant inventions that really do appear to be singletons‖. 70 But in such cases Lemley has found another problem with patents:
-We can draw useful lessons about the value of central coordination in encouraging ex post behavior from the exceptional cases in which an inventor did come up with something new, and accordingly obtained substantial patent rights. Those lessons are not encouraging for granting broad exclusivity. First, singleton invention does not necessarily lead to quick commercialization… Alexander Fleming published his results in 1929, but it was more than a decade before anyone began to exploit that idea‖.
(Emphasis added)
But according to Lemley's source, MacFarlane, there were no patent rights in penicillin. 72 We wonder how Lemley convinced himself that there were useful general lessons pertaining to -broad exclusivity" and -substantial patent rights‖ in this case when Fleming did not have a patent. Furthermore, it may have been -more than a decade‖ between Fleming's publication of the results of his experimental work on penicillin and the exploitation of -that idea‖: but for this assertion Lemley cites an internet site.
73 However, reliable scholarship indicates that Fleming dropped any idea of penicillin as a human antibiotic therapy after only a few months experimental work in 1929. 74 MacFarlane's analysis is based on a scholarly study of Fleming's published papers, recorded comments and unpublished penicillin research notes. Since, contrary to Lemley's belief, Fleming did not discover in 1929 the human antibiotic therapy we know today, there was no decade of delay before -that idea‖ was commercialized. With no patent and no delay, no -lessons‖ for broad exclusivity can be drawn from this case.
Lemley pursues a non-problem
Throughout his article, Lemley argues for patent grant calibration policies that are necessarily based on ex post subjective characterization of inventions:
-If our pioneering inventors are in fact engaged in normal science, tinkering with the work of those who came before rather than inventing something wholly new, the traditional incentive case for patent protection is weakened dramatically‖.
However, Lemley proposes no way to know at the time the invention is made and filed for patent protection (based on the -traditional incentive‖) whether an inventor is merely -tinkering‖ or rather -inventing something wholly new‖.
The patent system works by granting patents on many patentable inventions including those that often take years to establish their significance. For example, as we describe in more detail elsewhere, 76 in 1894 before Edison's carbon filament patent expired, the chemist Jonas W. Aylsworth had attempted -tinkering with the work of those who came before‖ -Rudolf Langhans and Alexander De Lodyguine -and constructed a non-infringing incandescent filament from noncarbon materials. He -tinkered‖ with a new process for coating filament cores with various metals merely intending to make new lamp filaments and obtained two lamp filament patents on his inventions (U.S. Pat. Nos. 553,296 and 553,328). These patents were of no value during their life because Aylsworth's solution for his intended use did not meet with commercial success. Yet, in the course of this -tinkering‖ he invented -something wholly new‖ -his process became the first in the new field of Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) used in many industries including more recently in the semiconductor industry. According to Lemley's thesis, as a -tinkerer‖ (who had not published his work), Aylsworth should not have been incentivized by -the traditional incentive,‖ i.e., he should not have been granted patents (that were useless but harmed no one), and society would have been impoverished for some time by not receiving his pioneering disclosure in the new field of CVD.
77 It is entirely unclear what indicia or legal mechanism would Lemley propose to separate ex ante, at the time the invention is made, the -tinkerers‖ from those inventing -something wholly new‖.
For -near simultaneous inventions,‖ Lemley similarly argues for ex post patent grant calibration policies that are incapable of implementation ex ante at the time the invention is made and filed for patent protection. Furthermore, he does not provide any indicia or legal method to determine which inventions should be denied patent protection because they -involve near-simultaneous invention‖ and which should be patented because they are -inventions that others in the field couldn‗t have made‖.
78 In fact, it turns out that such legal method to identify ex ante the -inventions that others in the field couldn‗t have made‖ already exists in patent law, but Lemley ignores it; it is called -nonobviousness‖ and it is codified in 35 U.S.C. §103.
Nonobviousness has been a core patentability requirement in American patent law since the time that Thomas Jefferson served as the first patent examiner. Since then, and prior to the codification of nonbviousness in § 103 in 1952, Congress has been made aware of the legal tests for determining invention and nonobviousness and those were specifically directed at the very purpose of granting patents only to -inventions that others in the field couldn‗t have made.‖ For example, during the House Subcommittee on the Judiciary hearings in 1949, the U.S. Department of Justice submitted the following test for nonobviousness: -The test of invention is not whether the contribution is useful -utility is a sine qua non of patentability in any event -but whether it represents something which would not likely have become available to the public, at least for a long time, but for efforts inspired by the patent system and its rewards‖ Judge Giles Rich, who was one of the drafters of the 1952 Patent Act, explained the principles behind § 103 in much the same way and said that it is designed to distinguish between improvements produced -by the expected skill of ordinary workers in the arts and by the unobvious developments which would not occur spontaneously from the application of such ordinary skill. The former improvements are never patentable. Why? Because they will be made anyway, without the ‗fuel of interest' which the patent system supplies.‖
80
Thus, through proper application of obviousness, the patent law already provides the indicia and tools to deny patent grants for inventions that are likely to arise near-simultaneously by multiple inventors -tools that Lemley alleges are missing. Indeed, evidence that near simultaneous inventions occurred is considered by the courts as one of the secondary factors for determining obviousness. 81 Because inventions that -as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in the art‖ 82 are not entitled to receive patent protection, near-simultaneous inventions rarely arise as candidates for patent protection. The Patent Office statistics we cite above and the fact that none of Lemley's examples turn out to be near-simultaneous inventions demonstrates this point. Lemley is simply chasing a made-up and non-existent problem.
This being so and given our analysis of pioneer inventions above that showed these to be emphatically not of simultaneous inventions alleged by Lemley, the reader may at last wonder what is the nature of the sources that Lemley takes on trust in support of his general assertion that there is an -overwhelming prevalence of simultaneous invention‖?
83 Not surprisingly, they too turn out to lack factual support for actual near simultaneous inventions. We set aside the two sociology of science works by Merton and by Lamb & Easton cited by Lemley, as these explicitly address scientific discovery and not invention in the precise patent law sense. Despite the parallelism between scientific discoveries and -invention‖ that one finds in folklore, these papers do not provide any evidence directly pertinent to the existence of simultaneous patentable inventions.
Lemley cites two other works that allegedly provide numerical empirical support on inventions. First there is the patent citation analysis by Schoenmakers and Duysters discussed above and as we explain above, has no relevance as an indicator for -simultaneous invention.‖ Second, Lemley cites Ogburn and Thomas who document -148 instances of simultaneous invention‖ 84 We inspected Ogburn and Thomas's 148 -inventions‖ and found that, like Lemley, these authors never looked at patents or even determined if there were any patents to identify actual specific claims of invention. providing yet another demonstration that -obviousness‖ in patent law inherently precludes patents for near-simultaneous inventions. Moreover, Edison is not even recognized for the fundamental advance that he made.
With Ogburn and Thomas' naïve notion of invention, early experimentation in a field with no identifiable claims of invention is the -invention‖ in their mind. Their method is to identify any early work of a group of experimenters in a given field, whether consequential or not, as simultaneous -invention.‖ With this method, there is little prospect that the remaining 35 candidates for simultaneous invention are (a) actual patentable inventions and (b) are near simultaneous. It follows that Lemley's assertion that there is evidence for -an overwhelming prevalence of simultaneous invention.‖ should not be taken as a serious statement of fact. It should not be taken on trust to query the operation of the patent law.
Conclusion
While we cannot fault Lemley for not having the technical background on the specific inventions that he writes about, his work is the demonstrable result of the absence of such knowledge, knowledge that could be obtained by consultation with competent technical sources on the subject or simply by reading the reliable sources among Lemley's cited sources. Throughout his essay Lemley retains the straw-man model of the naïve view of invention that serves only to muddle his analysis. His historical evidence is often self-contradicting and at times plain wrong in its facts. Although the issue is how the patent system and pioneer inventions work, he does not cite relevant patents, their claims, and their litigation histories to determine the facts. And this matters, because he uses his -evidence‖ to make the serious suggestion that real world patent law produces the wrong incentives. Our analysis shows that there is no evidence in the cases presented to support such a suggestion. Perhaps a key reason for Lemley to have misconstrued the actual intended incentives of the patent system is his view that it is merely intended to encourage invention and disclosure. But the direct purpose of the patent system that Lemley ignores, and from which the other incentives naturally flow, is to encourage investment in new inventions once they have been made and disclosed. According to our Constitution, substantial incentives for risky investments in new inventions are provided by granting exclusive rights -rights that, by definition, only one party can receive. The patent system is therefore designed to select the earlier of -near-simultaneous‖ inventions that is nonobvious; contrary to Lemley's unsupported assertions, the evidence show that, under this system, simultaneous invention is extremely rare. We examined some but not all of Lemley 
